Photo contest #1

Annex 1 to the Rules of Contest

Amendment to the Rules of Contest
1. Subject of amendment

1.1 Preconditions
- This or any other contest implemented within the framework of EUGLOH aims to ensure fairness to all participants
- The amendment procedure allows to readjust parts of the rules to guaranty fair treatment to all participants

1.2 Modifications
- Part of the article 5. AWARD CRITERIA of the rules of contest stating: “The prizes will be awarded based on the highest number of “likes” on the official EUGLOH Facebook and Instagram channels.” is cancelled and replaced by “the prizes will be awarded based upon jury vote”
- article 7. PROCEDURE of the rules of contest is cancelled and replaced by the following procedure

2. Jury

2.1 Composition of the jury
The jury is to be composed of 1 staff & 1 EUGLOH student’s representative for each partner institution. In total, the jury will be composed of 10 members. The corresponding jury members guarantees/takes upon oneself that s/he was not participating in the present photo contest and will judge all pictures impartially.

3. Results

3.1 Selection procedure
The jury will analyse all pictures eligible to the contest and will vote for the 12 best pictures via an online questionnaire. These pictures will be presented to the jury in an anonymous way to ensure impartiality at best.
A ranking approach of the vote will allow to evaluate the pictures with the most limited bias possible in favour of a specific institution and/or participant, and to rank the best photos based on points.
In case of a tie,
- 1st prize: total allocated amount will be split in 2 to allow buying the acquisition of same prize for each participant
- 2nd-5th prizes: if several photos are at a tie for a position in the ranking, the position of all concerned ranked below them will be unaffected
6th – 12th prizes: if several photos are at a tie for a position in the ranking, the position of all concerned ranked below them will be unaffected.

3.2 Award of the points

For each jury’s vote

- 14 points shall be allocated to the photo having obtained the best rank
- 12 points to the photo having obtained the second-best rank
- 10 points to the photo having obtained the third-best rank
- 9 points to the following photos
- and so on, down to 1 point for the photo having obtained the twelfth-best rank.

Points allocated to each picture will be summed. Final ranking will be determined accordingly.

4. Timeline

The jury deliberations will take place before September 11th 2020, depending on the availability of all the members. Results will be made available before 30th of September 2020.